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There is no
cookie-cutter
formula for
guaranteed
interview
success.
Every interview presents its own
unique set of variables,
complexities and demands… it’s
how you overcome these and
adapt - that’s what matters. As
recruiters we are privileged. We
have the rare opportunity to gain
insights from both sides;
supporting our candidates at the
front of house, whilst peaking
backstage with our clients.

In our ‘Definitive Guide to
Interviewing’ series we share
insights, interview tips and
lessons from our perspective…
outlining what it takes to triumph
at interview.
Part three of this guide is entirely
about the actual interview, and
what you can do on the day to
increase your chances of being
hired.
If you’d prefer to talk about on
the day interview success with
one of our consultants get in
touch by either;
Tel: +44 (0) 203 691 9200
Email: fintech@caspianone.com
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A
QUICK
RECAP
Let’s begin with a quick recap. In
parts one and two of this
interviewing guide series we
discussed what types of interview
you could expect to face, and how
best to prepare in advance.
We highlighted that preparation
needs to start with a close look at
who you are, where you’ve been
and where you’re going. It requires
you to pay close attention to your
CV and career history, and be
ready
to
describe
your
experiences, knowledge, skills and
accomplishments in high detail with evidence.
Then we covered company
research, and the three core areas

you should focus on: the role, the
organisation, and the people you’ll
meet. This was followed by a howto for practice interviews and
coding tests, a guide to example
questions you may be asked, tips
on managing stress, and an
overview
of
nonverbal
communication.
An important takeaway from all of
this is to remember... interviews
are a shared experience. Yes, you
want to impress and secure the
vacancy, but it’s equally as vital
that you ensure the company,
people you’ll collaborate with, and
employment position will all
support your personal career
aspirations.

If you are uncertain on any of the above, we recommend going
back to our earlier guides or speaking with your Caspian One
consultant directly.
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ON THE DAY
THE HOURS BEFORE

We’re going to start with a few assumptions. First let’s agree that you’ve
read parts 1 & 2 and have followed the suggestions presented. In this case,
we can presume that in the hours before the interview you’re in a fantastic
place - both mentally, and in regards to preparation.
Now you should be working through your ‘on the day’ tick list, with 100%
certainty about;
Where you’re going.
How you’re getting there.
What time you need to be there.
Who you’re meeting.
What you’re wearing.
What you need to take with you (documents, ID, portfolio, CV copies, money).
Where you’re conducting the interview (for phone/video interviews).
What tech you’ll be using and it’s condition (working camera, mic, charged
mobile device, wifi signal, etc…)

If any of these assumptions are inaccurate for you, go back to parts 1 & 2 of
this guide series or speak to a Caspian One recruitment consultant via email
(fintech@caspianone.com) or by calling +44 (0) 203 691 9200

The hours before an interview can be stressful so try and fill
them with engaging, but non-consuming activities that will
distract your mind sufficiently. A trip to the gym for
example; which will also help boost positive endorphin
levels.
What you must avoid is trying to cram in research or study
last minute. A quick recap of your notes is a good thing to
refresh you, but try to avoid unnecessary stress and
pressures.
Next a few final thoughts before you leave for an interview;
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Have you checked the weather?
You wouldn’t want to get there and be
drenched in the rain…
Are there any transport delays?
Perhaps check travel reports or the
National Rails latest travel news that
morning.
Are you hungry?
You could be there for a few hours
potentially, so ensure you eat a
substantial breakfast or similar.
Do you need the bathroom?
Yes, seriously. The last thing you want is
to be running out of the interview 5
minutes in to use the facilities.
Can your recruiter do any more to help?
It may be worth giving your recruiter a
quick call beforehand (if they haven’t
already called you), if only for a swift
burst of motivation.
Running late?
Not ideal, but if you are held up ensure
you call ahead and ensure the
interviewer is aware.
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ON THE DAY
FIRST IMPRESSIONS

You’ve arrived! Picture it, you're outside the building, dressed in
your finest suit, looking great. You’re confident, strong, prepared...
ready! The next step is making the right first impression.

Chances are, your first interaction
with the company will be at the
reception desk. The receptionist
presents you with an ideal
opportunity to practice positive
body language techniques - so
make sure to smile, maintain eye
contact, and stand tall with
shoulders back. Speak articulately
and if you sit down, be wary of
posture (no slouching back into
the chair!).
When the interviewer joins you,
make sure the stand up
immediately (if sat) and shake
their hand - firmly, but not
aggressively. If possible try and
take preventions to avoid sweaty
palms prior to this moment.
Continue your practiced positive
body language techniques and
greet
the
interviewer
professionally. You may want to
make light conversation as you
travel to the interview location, but

it’s best to mirror the behaviours
presented by the hiring manager.
E.g. if they show little interest in
discussing the weather that day,
don’t push it on them. Be cautious
of nervous talking - silence is not
a bad thing.

In scenarios where more than one
interviewer is present ensure you
politely greet and acknowledge
every person. Don’t risk alienating
any individuals by ignoring them
or by talking only to interviewers
that match your personality type.

In the interview location continue
to mirror the interviewer. Sit when
they sit, listen when they talk and
acknowledge their conversation
with suitable facial movements.
Be conscious of your posture and
body parts, particularly what
you’re hands are doing with all
that nervous energy.
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What is the purpose of an interview, from a hiring managers
perspective? Simply put, the interviewer wants to discover
if you’re the right person to fulfil the vacancy they’ve been
tasked to fill - knowing that a bad hiring judgement could
reflect poorly on them in the future.
Why are we telling you this now? Well, it may help you better
understand and answer the dreaded ‘tell me about yourself...
‘ question. Typically an interviewer will open an interview with
this or a similar question because they’re looking for you to
set the tone of the meeting.
The mistake is to think an interviewer wants to know
everything about your life there and then. This isn’t the time
to reel off your CV, or begin a monologue about your love for
fine dining, action movies and beers after work... factual or
not.

TELL
ME
ABOUT
YOU

Instead, this is your opportunity to present a professional
summary of who you are, why you’re there and how your
expertise align with the job your being considered for. It’s a
pre-planned elevator pitch which will set direction for the rest
of the interview.

DO & DON'T
Do: prepare this answer before the interview, and customise it specific to this vacancyDon’t: Be
too negatively candid, particularly when explaining your interest in the role. At no point should
you be saying how much you hate your boss and just want out of where you are now.
Don’t: try and include all your great qualities (focus on the ones that most relate to this
opportunity)
Do: Include your key selling points, such as experience with a particularly technology or
knowledge of a certain market vertical, along with any relevant qualifications or training.
Don’t: Be too modest, vague or hesitant. It can result in an a response that fails to communicate
your fit for the position or that rambles without purpose.
Do: Be specific and current. An interviewer won’t be interested in the fact you learned about being
a team player in a position 10 years ago - they will want to know about the accomplishments you
personally made during a project last year using the same skills they require.
Don’t: Recite your CV, even if the interviewer asks you to walk them through it.
Do: Talk about your professional self only. Summarising your current work experience, yes.
Talking about where you grew up and awards you won at school - no.
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Keep your answer to the point and lean on aspects of
your recent history that align with the job your applying
for.
For example, if you were an eFX Java developer
applying for a position requiring a strong financial
services
background,
start
your
pitch
by
summarising the past 5 years you’ve spent
implementing low latency electronic trading systems
and your detailed comprehension of the FX
marketplace.

OUTLINING
ACHIEVEMENTS AND
CAPABILITIES WITH
THE STAR METHOD
You’ve arrived! Picture it, you're standing outside the building, dressed in your
finest suit, looking and smelling great. You’re feeling confident, strong,
prepared... ready! The next step is making the right first impression.
“Give me an example of when you did x which resulted in x…”
“Tell me a time when you were under pressure to deliver x, y, z...”“
You have x on your CV. Can you tell me about how you’ve used x to improve y...”
“Describe for me a time when you’ve been part of a successful team…”
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Associated with more behaviour-type interviews, hiring managers are looking
for candidates to answer these questions with relevant, factual, current
examples that clearly indicate how you’d benefit their business.
Situation. Task. Action. Result.
Describe a situation. Explain the tasks required. Outline the actions you took,
and close with the results achieved further to your hard work. A very simple
example could be;

Question - “tell me about a time you delivered more than expected?”
Situation - “My company had a big project which when completed, would have
a huge positive impact on y and z”
Task - “I was tasked with completing said project”
Action - “I did x, y and z and also found a & b faults in the processes”
Result - “This resulted in me not only delivering the project
but also improving it with x, y, z - which increased the
revenue return of the project by £xxxxx and
fixed the a & b faults”

We recommend preparing a STAR based
response for every requirement outlined
in the job advert. If you need help or
advice with this, speak to your
Caspian One consultant.

HOW TO
ANSWER THESE
COMMON QUESTIONS
In part one we listed common questions that
are asked by hiring managers in the majority of
interview scenarios. The following outlines how we
would answer the most prominent of these questions;

Tell me a little about yourself…
A. Concise summary as described above.
What are your strengths?
A. Consider you actual strengths and confidently report these, as
relevant to the position. Where possible describe how these traits have
been utilised in professional environments.
Can you list your weaknesses?
A. The interviewer is assessing your truthfulness and self awareness in this
question. Your response needs to strike a balance between saying you get
everything wrong and saying your faultless. Be honest, but where possible use
examples to demonstrate how you’re trying to overcome these weaknesses.
Why should I/we hire you?
A. Capable, culture and best fit. These are the key points you want to highlight
in your response, relating back to the position. Capabilities to do the work, the
personality to fit within the business culture and the experience to be better
than your competition.
Why do you want to work here?
A. In this question interviewers are assessing your passion for the role, how
much research you may have undertaken and your understanding of the job. Be
sure to deliver confident statements that overcome these factors, with answers
prepped during your research stage.
What’s your five year plan?
A. Do you have ambition? Are you driven by long term goals? Does the job
realistically align with your career plans and can the business help you achieve
these goals? This is what the hiring manager wants answered in this question.
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HOW TO
ANSWER THESE
COMMON QUESTIONS - CONTINUED
What motivates you?
A. The interviewer is looking to assess business fit, by seeing if you’ll be able to
thrive within their operational and cultural settings. Again, research into the
company in advance and being able to provide answers that match your
understanding of how the business works, will help.
How are you a team player?
A. Do you play nicely with others? Are you a natural born leader or part of the
tribe? Answer honestly and present examples that evidence times you’ve
collaborated as part of a team.
Why do you want to leave your current company?
A. Even if you’re leaving because your boss is a nightmare, keep your reply
positive by focusing on other traits - like career progression, an interest in what
this new company is doing or a belief that the new role would be a better fit for
you.
Can you explain this employment gap?
A. It’s important to be honest in response to this question. If you were
incapable of working for a valid reason, outline this. If you just took a few
months off to travel, again, be honest. Just be sure to positively frame any time
gaps, don’t ignore them and be ready to highlight your readiness to get back to
work!
What value can you bring us?
A. Through your research into the company and job, you’ll of already learned
how your skills and experience align with their needs. Here’s your opportunity to
relevantly describe those capabilities, with direct examples of added value
delivered.
Which of your accomplishments are you most proud of, and why?
A. You can be confident and proud of achievements, particularly those that
directly link with the vacancy. Don’t be shy when discussing these; try using the
STAR method described above.
Tell me about a time when you failed or made a mistake…
A. Time for a slice of humble pie… just not too much. It’s okay to answer this
honestly but ensure you link a mistake with a positive outcome. For example,
this went wrong but as a result it highlighted this and this, which allowed me to
do this which resulted in x% growth in deliverables. Turn mistakes into
successes.
What are your salary expectations?
A. Know how much you deserve. Check online resources prior to the interview,
and have a salary figure in mind. If asked, be confident in your reply and
express how your research shows people with similar skills earning x,y,z
amount. You may also want to express a level of flexibility. If you don't feel
comfortable talking about salary, you can always direct an interviewer back to
your recruitment consultant.
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What is wrong with out [product / service / website]?
A. This question looks to discover how critically you’ve researched the
company’s products or services. The interviewer wants to understand whether
you’ll bring new insights or ideas into the company - so come with ideas to
present! Imagine the positive impression you’d make by not only highlighting a
fault, but also delivering a working solution...
This is not an exhaustive list as there are thousands of possible question
variants you could face, but it does cover the fundamentals. Importantly, should
you not know the answer to a question - be honest. You will often garner more
respect from acknowledging knowledge gaps. For technical questions,
outlining you don't know the answer but can explain a logical approach may
also help demonstrate your problem solving capabilities.
"Don’t worry if there is anything you can’t answer or are unsure of. Just be
honest and, if you can, tell them you’ll give the answer a go."- Carl Hemsley,
Caspian One Broadcast
If you are uncertain on how to answer any of the above or have concerns about
alternative questions, contact a Caspian One consultant for our advice:
fintech@caspianone.com | +44 (0) 203 691 9200

CODING & TECHNICAL
INTERVIEWS
For the majority of our candidates
who work in technology-related
verticals, interviews will also
entail a technical phase of
testing. Like an graphic artist
would be required to present their
designs, or a architect would be
asked for a portfolio of completed
builds - code testing is your
opportunity
to
demonstrate
technical capabilities.
We recently wrote a detailed
article on preparing for code
testing interviews, available in
Caspian One's website 'Knowledge
Hub'. In this resource we outlined
what code testing entails, the
different types of testing you can
experience, best practices along
with some resources available to
help you succeed. These include;

Codility
Hackerrank
Coderbyte
LeetCode
GeeksforGeeks
Careercup
Codementor
We highly recommend reading
our code testing article before a
technical interview (during the
prep stage); or speak with a
recruiter for more advice.
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YOUR

NEXT STEPS
Closing a job interview correctly is a step that's often overlooked, but can be
equally as important as all the previous steps. It’s your last chance to leave
the hiring manager with a lasting impression of who you are and why you
should be considered for the job. Enthusiasm is vital. Whether you’ve been
interviewing for 60 minutes or five hours, the energy and professional body
language you started the interview with needs to be maintained, through to
the end.
Being asked if you have any questions is a good sign that an interview is
drawing to a close. Referring back to part one of this guide, your pre-interview
preparation should include creating a list of relevant, quality questions to ask.
We recommend asking for detailed information about specific elements of the
job you’ll be doing, why this role has become available, what the company’s
expectations of you will be and how your performance will be monitored etc…
alongside questions about the company that you couldn’t just find answers to
on their website. Try to avoid anything related to salary and benefits, overly
complicated subjects, or personal questions aimed at the interviewer.
After these final questions, think about drawing the interview to a conclusion on
your terms. You may want to start by confirming your continued interest in the
job further to the interview, and your gratefulness for the opportunity. This can
be strengthened by linking what’s been discussed during the interview with your
long term career aspirations, highlighting the fit between you and the company.
Be confident in making your interest in the role clear in your close. Use this time
to tactfully reiterate your qualifications and capabilities, whilst outlining your
want to work for that company (if this is still the case). If you have anything
else to add which will further support your cause you may also want to include
this in your close.
So for example, you may of addressed during the interview your strengths in
Java coding and you could further back this up with a real world example you
worked on.
Finally, be sure to end thankfully and politely - and ensure expectations are
set. Ask about timeframes, further stages, follow-ups etc… this helps you
know what’s coming next and again, reiterates your passion for the job.

DON'T FORGET...
WE ARE HERE TO HELP
This is the end of part three of our Definitive Interview Guide series.
In our fourth and final instalment we’ll discuss what comes next postinterview. Remember, our combined years of recruitment experience have
given us an unrivalled insight into the interview process and procedures
you’ll encounter.
If you want to discuss any of the points above in fine detail, our consultants
are happy to help. Get in touch either by;
Calling: +44 (0) 203 691 9200
Emailing: fintech@caspianone.com
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